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The AdvToolButton Product Key component is a multi-functional, single-use component that helps developers add buttons, speed buttons, labels, and icons to Windows applications. Copyright(c)2001-2017 TMSlab.com. All rights reserved. A Multi-function component that allows you to add buttons or speed buttons to your Windows applications. It
supports a wide range of visual styles and an extensive set of features. You can use it to display icons, labels, or a combination of both. You can use different icons, styles, images, and colors to easily create attractive, unique user interfaces. The component is fully customizable, allowing you to freely change the colors, styles, and visual appearances of
your buttons. Also, it allows for generating Office-style gradients for any button states. For more information about the component, visit the official website at -------------------------------------- This component is part of the TMS VLC UI Pack ( and it is included in all the bundles of the above mentioned pack (that means that you'll need one license to
use this component in all your TMS products). If you don't have a license for TMS VLC UI Pack, you can purchase one here ( A Multi-function component that allows you to add buttons or speed buttons to your Windows applications. It supports a wide range of visual styles and an extensive set of features. You can use it to display icons, labels, or a
combination of both. You can use different icons, styles, images, and colors to easily create attractive, unique user interfaces. The component is fully customizable, allowing you to freely change the colors, styles, and visual appearances of your buttons. Also, it allows for generating Office-style gradients for any button states. For more information

about the component, visit the official website at -------------------------------------- This component is part of the TMS VLC UI Pack ( and it is included in all the bundles of the above mentioned pack (that means that you'll need one license to use this component in all your TMS
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Use this macro to perform several task-related actions, such as: * Single-click and double-click of buttons: both in their normal and hot states. * Single-click and double-click of buttons: both in their normal and down states. * Multi-click of buttons: in their normal, hot, down, and border down states. * Multi-click of buttons: in their normal, hot, down,
border down, and border hot states. * Multi-click of buttons: in their normal, hot, down, border down, border hot, border cold, border down-cold, border up-hot, border down-hot, border up-cold, and border down-cold-hot states. * Multi-click of buttons: in their normal, hot, down, border down, border hot, border cold, border down-cold, border up-

hot, border down-hot, border up-cold, and border down-cold-hot states. * Double-click on a radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border down, and border hot states. * Double-click on a radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border down, border up, and border hot states. * Double-click on a radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border
down, border down-hot, border up-hot, border up-cold, border up-down, border up-down-hot, and border up-down-cold-hot states. * Double-click on a radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border down, border down-hot, border up-hot, border up-cold, border up-down, border up-down-hot, and border up-down-cold-hot states. * Double-click on a

radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border down, border down-hot, border up-hot, border up-cold, border up-down, border up-down-hot, and border up-down-cold-hot states. * Double-click on a radio-box button: in its normal, hot, down, border down, border down-hot, border up-hot, border up-cold, border up-down, border up-down-hot, and
border up-down-cold-hot states. * 77a5ca646e
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The TAdvToolButton component is the graphical part of the TMS VLC UI Pack. It has been designed to be simple and easy to use. It contains three main sections: Color, Gradients, and Glyphs. The Color and Glyph sections allow developers to customize the components appearance, while the Gradient section allows developers to generate gradient
and semi-transparent styles. Color and Glyphs sections can be used separately or together in the same component. The component offers several different types of components, with which developers can create amazing-looking buttons in no time: AdvToolButton is a ready-made, highly customizable component that can be used within Delphi,
C++Builder, and Delphi Prism, and also in RAD Studio and RAD XE4. - Event handlers can be attached to a variety of events to provide dynamic behavior. - CSS properties can be changed at runtime to make the components look as good as they do on design time. - Setting a simple and automatic shade format. - Supports Windows XP-like shades
generation for hot state, normal, hot, down, border down, and border hot. - Supports both free and full sets of glyphs (GlyFX). - More than 30 pre-defined color schemes (including XP shades). - 3 main sections: Color, Gradients, and Glyphs. - Color section allows developers to customize the components appearance. - Glyphs section allows developers
to easily design their own glyphs. - Gradients section allows developers to generate gradient and semi-transparent styles. - Components of the component: - Color Scheme: - Color Picker: - Button Manager: - Color.css: - Fonts.css: - Adv.css: - AdvToolButton.css: - AdvToolButton.h: - AdvToolButton.rc: - AdvToolButton.res: - AdvToolButton.tds: -
AdvToolButtonGlyphs.h: - AdvToolButtonGlyphs.rc: - AdvToolButtonGlyphs.tds: - AdvToolButtonGlyphs.res: - AdvToolButtonGlyphs.ttf: - AdvToolButtonGlyphs.xpm: - AdvToolButtonStyles.h: - AdvToolButtonStyles.rc: - AdvToolButton

What's New in the?

TAdvToolButton is an advanced development component that allows developers to add buttons or speed buttons to any Windows project. First off, it's worth noting that this component delivers a slightly older look for the buttons in the classic style of Microsoft's Office 2002 and 2003 (with the included color schemes) as well as that of Windows XP.
It also comes with support for automatic Office XP-like shade generation for hot state, for normal, hot, down, border down, and border hot colors and gradients, and it works with both free and full sets of glyphs (GlyFX). To include the component in your projects, you need to purchase a license key. The component is included in the TMS Labels &
Buttons Pack, a useful collection of labels and buttons for app development, as well as in other such bundles like TMS Component Pack, TMS VCL Subscription, and TMS Component Studio. For developers to include the component within their projects, a license is required. There are two main licensing models (Single developer license and Site
license). For more information regarding this aspect, users can visit the official FAQ section on the component's official website. License: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Contents ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - [Manual installation](#_1) - [Sample
source code](#_2) - [Features](#_3) - [License](#_4) - [Compatibility](#_5) - [References](#_6) # Manual installation The only way to install this component is by manually downloading the files from the [official website]( and copying them to the relevant installation directory. The component comes in a single zip file. # Sample source code -
[Button_adv.pas](docs/Vcl.TAdvToolButton.png) - [ToolButton.pas](docs/Vcl.TAdvToolButton.png) # Features - Supports 1-4
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System Requirements For AdvToolButton:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016. Processor: Intel Pentium Dual Core 2.0GHz or above Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: Pixel shader 2.0 or later
Storage: 500 MB available space Additional Notes: 1. The title screen will display after you complete the download process. 2
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